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In 'Beyond Democracy' Luc Huyse analyses in a clearly structured
exposé society to the core. Modern society has no segment left in
which the market and market logic have not taken over. Privatizing
public functions has stripped the state bit by bit. The dismantling
of governmental control on the financial world opened the door for
toxic products that caused economic and political crises, even
elections have become highly mediatized auctions of attractively
packed promises and figure heads. This evolution sneaked in
without an open societal debate. In the opinion of Luc Huyse, that
is how democracy silently and invisibly got damaged forever.

A book on politics only Luc Huyse knows
how to write: lucid, captivating, no breaking
news but breaking insights.
HUMO

In the second part of the book, Luc Huyse is looking for a cure to
heal this wounded democracy. He unmasks David Camerons Big
Society and Mark Ruttes ‘participation society’ as ideological pep
talk that hides an accelerated marketing of society. Instead he
argues for a state that reconquers some domains from the market
and market logic. Secondly, Huyse pleads for a participative
democracy, supported by a renewed and a reinforced mid field.

AUTHOR

Luc Huyse (b. 1937) worked as a sociology

professor at the Catholic University of
Leuven. He is the author of well-known books
as 'Beyond Compartimentalization' (De
verzuiling voorbij) and 'On Politics' (Over
politiek). These books established his
authority in the field of politics and sociology
for a general public. His rich academic
career, an impressive bibliography and
intelligent interventions in public debate in
Flanders make him an author whose opinions
are noted and listened to.
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